
DocuShare OCR - Internal or External? 

For more information, contact Criteria First at info@criteriafirst.com or call us at 972-492-4428. 

Would you be better served with a solution that converts scanned documents into readable/searchable 
formats by the DocuShare OCR add-on for DocuShare CPX or by using ABBYY Recognition Server? 

Internal to DocuShare 

With the optional Optical Character Recognition (OCR) add-on for DocuShare CPX, scanned images can 
be transformed into searchable PDF documents, enabling the documents to be easily located and 
viewed.  Additionally, the add-on integrates an OCR converter within the DocuShare CPX content rules 
feature.  This allows users to automate the conversion of documents scanned to DocuShare collections to 
a variety of popular document formats such as Microsoft Office Word and Excel formats.  This is based on 
the OCR engine developed by Nuance as is found in OmniPage and PaperPort.  The DocuShare OCR 
add-on is easy to install and configure. 

External to DocuShare 

ABBYY Recognition Server installs on a separate server to avoid resource conflicts with your DocuShare 
server.  CPU utilization for OCR often exceeds 90%.  It provides up to 32 separate workflows that can be 
configured for a wide variety of specific purposes.  Output includes PDF, PDF/A, Word (doc and docx), 
Excel (xls and xlsx), HTML, RTF, Plain Text, CSV, and XML formats.  Image files can also be converted 
to other formats (e.g. convert JPGs to TIFFs).  You can also use the included modules for improved 
control and accuracy: 

Scanning Station - create batches with rotate, deskew, cleanup, crop, and redaction features. 

Verification Station - catch errors before filing them to ensure thorough and accurate search results. 

Indexing Station - create document types with fields to click on specific data to read and export with your 
document for uploading into DocuShare.  Some scripting is required, but we'll help you with that.  This is 
great for low volume data capture or documents whose quality is generally too poor for data capture 
applications. 

Documents can be submitted using shared folders, FTP, a web interface, and Exchange or POP3 email.  
Your output can then be picked by using DocuShare content intake and kick off notification or a script or 
document routing in DocuShare and can also initiate a content rule or advanced workflow in DocuShare 
CPX.  You can also use DocuShare CPX's export document feature to send one or more documents from 
DocuShare to Recognition Server for processing. 

More importantly, you can use Recognition Server throughout your organization for a wide variety of 
purposes and integrate its workflows with virtually any other system, such as your fax server.  So, the 
main similarity and differences are: 

Solution DocuShare CPX OCR Add-on ABBYY Recognition Server 

OS Platform Windows Server Windows Server 

DocuShare level DocuShare CPX DocuShare or DocuShare CPX 

Input formats Common image formats Common image formats 

Output formats PDF, Word, Excel, HTML, RTF, and 
Plain Text 

PDF, PDF/A, Word (doc and docx), Excel 
(xls and xlsx), HTML, RTF, Plain Text, 
CSV, and XML 

Installation Easy Configurable 

Best use Simple conversion of scanned 
documents to PDFs and revisable 
documents using content rules in 
DocuShare CPX. 

For organizations that want fast and 
accurate conversions for a wider variety 
of integrated functionality that won’t 
negatively impact your DocuShare server 
performance. 

Cost $5000 for unlimited PPY $1850 for 100K PPY 
Call for pricing with higher volumes. 

PPY = Pages Per Year 


